Sankaradeva, the great patron saint, the apostle of the Neo-Vaisnavism of Assam, occupies an important place in the religious and the cultural history of India. The sixteenth century, which is known as the period of Renaissance in the cultural history of Assam, had been emerged with distinctive identity shaped by Sankaradeva. Sankaradeva, a man of multidimensional excellence had contributed tremendously in the fields of religion, literature, language, music, drama, education, art and culture. Sankaradeva was not a professional philosopher, yet the whole of his teachings establishes him as a great humanistic philosopher. As a religious preacher, his Neo-Vaisnavism is different from all other forms of Vaisnavism. It is the most fruitful way to convey his messages to the heart of the common people. He himself makes his life as life of some grand lessons and unique ideals.

The topic of my present work is one of the most important topics of philosophical investigation. The concepts of Puruṣa, P r a k r t i and Līlā play an important and significant role in Sankaradeva’s philosophy. He upholds the philosophy of ‘One’. He believes in the existence of one Absolute, which is the ‘Puruṣa’ and all others are unreal or illusory. This unreal or illusory universe or the material world is Māyā - the eternal power of God. This God is Puruṣa and Māyā is P r a k r t i in Sankaradeva’s philosophy. As a religious philosopher, he preaches the supremacy of one God i.e. Kṛṣṇa is an ideal concept of his religion - “Eka sāraṇa nāma dharma”. It is a humble attempt to give a detailed account of these concepts from the different aspects in Sankaradeva’s philosophy. He also gives an important role to Līlā in his philosophy; because he believes that the creation of the world is a cosmic game i.e. Līlā of the Puruṣa according to his will. The God of his religion or
the *Puruṣa* of his metaphysics, the *Māyā* or the *Prakṛti* of his philosophy and the relation between God and nature, mind and matter are to be viewed both philosophically and scientifically.

The present study intends to provide a threefold task. Firstly, it attempts to provide a detailed description of these concepts in Sankaradeva’s philosophy. Secondly, it attempts to show how does Sankaradeva apply these concepts to solve the problem of mind and matter, one becoming many and the dichotomy between Nature and supra nature. Thirdly, this work attempts to satisfy the quest for creative understanding. As Sankaradeva’s whole philosophy is based upon the *Bhāgavata Purāṇa*, his teachings are more religious than philosophical. He propounded his religion to carry his messages to the common people.

It has been stated that although Sankaradeva is not a systematic philosopher yet his literature and culture are enriched with his profound religious and philosophical ideas. He has made tremendous contributions to the different fields like religion, literature, education, art and culture.

In order to make an intricate and comprehensive study of the concepts of *Puruṣa*, *Prakṛti* and *Līlā* in Sankaradeva’s philosophy, the proposed scheme of this research work has been divided into six chapters including an introduction and the conclusion.

In the introductory chapter, I have attempted to focus on the meaning of these fundamental concepts of philosophy. The origin and the historical development of these concepts with an introduction of Sankaradeva’s philosophy are presented in this chapter.
The second chapter deals with Sankaradeva's concept of *Puruṣa*. It emphasizes that the highest Absolute in 'one' Non-dual principle. It is Mind, Soul-Ātman, Consciousness, Brahman, Absolute etc. Though it viewed as many according to man's different mental dispositions, yet basically *Puruṣa* is one only reality from all the different aspects.

The third chapter is an elaborate study of the concept of *Prakṛti* in Sankaradeva's philosophy. His *Prakṛti* is also known as Nature, Matter, Body, *Māyā* etc. By this concept, he explains how the material world is originated, how the dependent world or the physical world arrived at non-dual entity - at the Supreme *Puruṣa*.

The fourth chapter is devoted to an understanding of the problem of *Līlā* in Sankaradeva's philosophy. The problem of relationship between God and man, God and Nature -- *Puruṣa* and *Prakṛti* -- Nature and Supra Nature, God and the individuals etc. has been analysed and in this connection, the principles governing that relationship are also discussed in this chapter.

In the fifth chapter, I have delineated the peculiarities and significances of Sankaradeva's teachings, as even after five hundred and fifty years, he is found to be relevant in this modern age. Sankaradeva's attitude towards caste system, social reform, secular ethics, humanism, status of women, aesthetics etc., all these pertinent questions are also associated with this discussion.

In the conclusion, I have humbly tried to sum up my findings regarding the foregoing chapters and endeavour to arrive at the underlying principles of unity which is the chief concern of all philosophers of the west as well as of India. It also attempts at an appraisal of his thought along with the consideration of his contemporary relevance.
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